
Rose and Honey Pavlova  
Recipe by alsohoney 
 

Prep time: 20 minutes 
Bake time: 1½ hrs 
Serves 8 

 

For the pavlova: 

6 egg whites (room temperature is best) 
365g caster sugar 
½ tsp rosewater  
2 tsp cornstarch 
1 tsp vinegar 
 
For the honey: 
 
½ cup honey 
  
 

1. Preheat oven to 275 F. Line a large baking tray with parchment and draw a circle 
about 20cm across. Flip the parchment over so the ink is facing down. 

2. Measure out your ingredients first. Mix the vinegar and cornstarch together. 
3. In the bowl of your mixer, crack in six egg whites - do them in a separate bowl to 

make sure you don't get any yolks in. 
4. Turn on the mixer to about half speed - I use 4 - and watch as the whites go 

opaque and fluffy. When the whites are full of small air bubbles and they hold a 
small peak, begin adding the caster sugar/cocoa powder slowly. 

5. The mixture will become glossy and sticky. Check for when the sugar has been 
fully dissolved by rubbing it between your fingers. If it's grainy, it's not done yet. 

6. When the sugar has dissolved, stop mixing. The meringue mix won't be stiff 
enough to hold the bowl over someone's head, but it will be thick with very little 
movement - it will hold its shape in stiff peaks. I've found that continuing to whip 
after the sugar goes in leads to over-whipping, and that you get a softer, fluffier 
inside this way. 

7. Take the bowl out of the mixer and pour in the vinegar/cornstarch and 
rosewater. Give it an easy mix by hand just to combine. 
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8. Spoon the mix onto the parchment. Try to keep it in the circle, and run a knife up 
the sides to support the pavlova. Don't neglect the middle - I usually take what 
comes up the sides and use my finger to spread it in a spiral on top. 

9. Put the pav in the oven and turn it down to 225 F. Bake for 1 1/2 hours. 
10. When the time is up, do NOT open the oven door. Just turn the oven off and leave 

it in for at least two hours. After that, prop the oven door open with a spoon, and 
an hour later you can take it out. The pavlova will survive at room temperature 
for about two days, so it can be made ahead of time. 

11. Arrange the pavlova on your serving dish and gently pour the honey on top. If 
necessary you can warm the honey in the microwave so it pours better. Once the 
honey is on, serve it instantly - it’s going to keep sliding down the pav, so make 
sure your serving dish is big enough to catch the excess. 

 


